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ABSTRACT

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of

the Y(Fei_x
A1

x)2
 svstcin (0.125 <x < 0.25) was measured. This sys_

tem exhibits a minimum at low temperatures for the concentration

range where the phase diagram presents a spin glass-ferromagne£

ic transition. A negative temperature coefficient is observed

at high temperatures for x>0.18 and was attributed to the

high value of the electrical resistivity in this concentration

range.

Key-words: Electrical resistivity; ytPe, Al ),; Spin-glass; Negative

temperature coefficient; Resistivity minimum.
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INTRODUCTION

The low temperature dependence of the electrical resistivi

ty of intermctallic systems showing a spin glass phase exhibits

a variety of behaviours depending on the impurity type or con-

centration C O * I n dilute magnetic alloys usually the resisti-

vity increases with increasing temperature and passes through

a maximum at a temperature T which can be larger or not than

the freezing temperature Tf. In other alloys, mainly in the more

concentrated, the resistivity decreases with increasing temperei

turc and passes through a minimum at a temperature T . which

again may be larger or not than of Tf. Other characteristics of

the low temperature electrical resistivity of spin glasses are

an increase of the residual resistivity due to the scattering by

3/2disorder frozen spins or clusters and also a term in A(:t)T

which can be positive or negative Q2] depending on the impurity

potential.

For the various behaviours described above there is no sis-

tema tic experimental studies concerning the role of the type of

magnetic impurity or concentration.

In recent works we have studied the electrical resistivity

1333 and the magnetization Q4] of the pseudo-binary compounds

Cc(Fe, Al )... All the freezing temperatures (for x > 0»10) do-

tcrmined by magnetization measurements are situated below the low

temperature resistivity minimum in a region of negative slope.

In this work we are interested in observe how the electrical

resistivity behaves in a nystom like Y(Fo, Al ) , where a v/ell

Etablishcd spin glass state appears between x «0.10 and x "0.35.

This seriOG of compounds has boon widely studied mostly by mag-
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nctization, Massboocr apoctroscopy and recently by NMR measure-

ments Q5,G#73 • Besides the cxistenco of these investigation.*; this

system is just particularly interesting as it is isostructural

with Ce(FeAl)_, and in both cases the magnetic properties arc as

sociatcd to Fc atoms.

Finally and more important, its phase diagram presents tran-

sitions from ferromagnetic and from paramagnetic to spin glass

phase. So we have performed measurement of electrical resistivi

ty in function of .Lemper a Lure for concentrations specially situated

in the phase diagram.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples for 0.125 < x< 0.25 and x = 0 were prepared by arc

furnace melting under argon atmosphere. In order to compare our

results mainly with that of Hilscher Q63 and Desnus QsJ , samples

were prepared off-stoichiometry, Y(Fe. Al ), „. Casting in a
' X — X X * • CI

cylinder form (1.5mm diameter and 12mm long) specimens were cut

before annealing at 800°C in vacuum for one week. The X-ray powder

dif fractograms reveals for all samples the cubic MgCu~ Laves phase

structure. Lattice parameters a derived by least-square analysis

of the Nelson-Rilcy' function are presented in fig. 1 together

with that obtained by Beunus [[£>3 • Good agreement can be observed

with small tendency oL higher values, as obterved in C 7 3 ' although

in this later work stoichioinctry was used in the sample prepara-

tion.

Electrical resistivity measurements wore made by a dc four-

point mcthoU carried out over a temperature range of 1.5 - 300K.
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Thc absolute er ror was estimated to be about 11 maximum.

In view of the high sens i t iveness of the magnetic and s t r u c -

tu ra l phases of tltcsc systems to stoichiometry and to d i f f e r en t

annealing processes, v/e have performed in our samples, measurements

of magnetization in a vibrat ing sample magnetometer or of ac mag-

ne t i c induction var ia t ion QtQ to determine c r i t i c a l taiipcratures.

RESULTS

The temperature dependence of the total electrical resistivjL

ty over the temperature range of 1.5 - 300K is shown in fig. 2.

Since the variation of the total resistivity is very different

for each concentration we have presented the results in several

figures with different resistivity increments. Measurements were

wade in increasing and decreasing temperature and no hysteresis

was observed.

Firstly we mrnrk that, independently of the extrapolation meth-

od used, is evident that the residual resistivity p increases

with increasing Al concentration. Also the total resistivity varia

tion shows a decrease with increasing Al concentration.

For x - 0, the well known YFe», a ferromagnetic behaviour was

observed. For 0.125 < x< 0.10 tho same behaviour was observed, ex

ccpt at low temperatures where a minimum appears, tho temperature

of which increases with x.

For x =0.1875 and X s 0.19 this minimum still persists although

lees woll defined but, at higher temperatures, tho resistivity

chows a negative temperaturo coefficient until room temperature.

As we can observe in fig. 2 this negativo coefficient at hi.yltor

temperatures is more accentuated for concentrations; x*>0.22 and
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x=0.25 for which the low temperature minimum disappear.

DISCUSSION

The residual resistivity p of a magnetic metallic system

have many origins. Scattering of conduction electrons by impuri-

tics, lattice defects aro the more frequent, together with scaj:

tering by resonance near the Fermi surface. In systems with a

spin glass state anotltcr component to p , as observed in tlie introduction, is

tlie scattering Ijy Uiedisorder frozen spins or clusters. So the enor

mous increasing of p in our system and also the decreasing in

the total variation of the resistivity with increasing x was ex-

pected, as usually in other pseudo-binary systems. If we take

Po as p,..̂  its dependence with concentration is as shov/n

in fig. 3.

The electrical resistivity of YFe, was measured by Ikeda be-

tween 4 and l,000K [[93* In o u r results we have observed at low

temperatures the normal spin wave scattering term AT2 with A =

2 xlO~*pficm/K7 up to 19K. This value of A is relatively high v;l»cn

comparing with other ferromagnetic binary compounds.

As Fe is substituted by.Al between 10 and 35% at of Al the sys-

tem presents a transition from fcrromagnctisro to paraniagnctism un

til about 20% and at low temperatures both phases arc dominated by

a spin glass regime. We ascribe the low temperature negative slope

in the temperature variation of the electrical resistivity in

this range of concentration to the spin glass state. We can ob-

serve in fig. 2 that as the concentration of Al decreases this

slope decrease:;. This in expected as wo pass in concentration

from a disorder paramagnetic Al rich region to nn order Fe rich
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region. In the range of concentration where the system has a

transition for increasing temperature, from spin glass to for

romagnctism, the resistivity p(T) has a deep minimum. We try to

correlate the temperature of this minimum with the freezing tern

perature in the following way.

In the concentration range where the magnetic phase diagram

shows a spin glaus-paramagnctic transition, the freezing tem-

peratures were determined' by magnetization measurements in func

tion of temperature. In the ferromagnetic concentration range

the freezing teuperatures were determined by ac magnetic induc-

tion variation in function of temperature. This results are

shown in fig. 4 where we can observe a good agreement -of the

present results with those reported in the literature.

In fig. 5 is shown the temperature of the resisitivity mini,

ma T ^ and the freezing temperatures Tf plotted as a function

of concentration. If the T . had been correlated only to the
min J

spin glass state v/c would expect that T . and T- vary in the

same way but this was not observed. Examples of similar behaviour

arePtHn^lo], Rhl-e^ll] or (U1_j{Gdx)Al2 Z
121 although in those

systems no transition to long range order was observed. Thus

v/e conclude that, although related, the correlation between the

T . and Tf is more complex.

It is probable that this minimum in our system occurs duo to

the transition from the spin glass phase to the ferromagnetic

phase. Note that the depth of the minimum increases with increas-

ing Al concentration.

At high temperatures the most striking feature of the resis-

tivity is the appearance of a negative temperature coefficient

even in thu concentration range whore the system have a £exxoma<i

nctic phase as for x-0.1875 and x«0.19. The plateau between
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about 50 and 100K in x=0.19 is ascribed to remainder scattering

of ferromagnetic phase. In the paramagnetic range (x»0.22 and

x »0.25) the negative temperature coefficient increases with in-

creasing Al cuuoentration and the low temperature minimum disap-

pear.

At this point we must remark that as Fe is substituted by Al

high atomic disorder takes place and we passe from a low to a

high resistivity material with the increasing of p and decreasing

of the total resistivity variation. He attribute the high temperature

resistivity behaviour mainly to potential scattering processes

than to magnetic effects. In this way only a small anomaly is

observed at the Curie temperature.

It can be observed that at high temperatures the values of

resistivity are lower than the residual resistivity. This fact

suggests that Mooij correlation C ^ 3 can be applied say, the

larger the resistivity the larger the negative contributions to

the derivative of p.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it can be stressed that the resistivity re-»

fleets the transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic

concentration regions in the spin-glass range in a gradual way

the first been characterized by the existence of a low temperature

minimum and the second by a negative temperature coefficient at

high temporaturer,. This negative temperature coefficient arises

from the high valuer, of the electrical resistivity in this concen

tration rnngc.
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CAPTIONS

Pig. 1 - The concentration dependence of the lattice parameter

Pig. 2 - Tho temperature dependence of the total electrical .re-

sistivity for various concentrations.

Pig. 3 - The concentration dependence of the residual rcsistivi-

ty pQ taken as pt^Q.

Pig. 4 - The temperature dependence of x • M S / H ^
 a n d Ü*) an<*

of the magnetic induction (c); The phase diagram of the

Y(Fe, Al ) , (d); open simbols are results of this work

and full simbols are of ref. 6.

Fig. 5 - The concentration dependence of the freezing temperatu-

res T, (4) arid of the T .' (•).
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